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Every one-factorization f the complete graph on n vertices contains k one-factors whose 
union is connected and k ~< 2log n. This was conjectured by L. Babai and P. Erd6s. 
Let us consider the minimum number t(n) such that from every one- 
factorization Kn = F1 U- • • U Fn-1 of the complete graph on n vertices (n even) 
one can select t one-factors whose union is a connected graph and t <~ t(n). 
Babai and Erd6s [1] proved that 
(a) t(n) < 210g n + 210g log n + 2, 
(b) t(n) >i 210g n, for n = 2 k. 
They also conjectured t(n)<~ 210g n. Here we prove this conjecture. 
Theorem. t(n) <- 2log n 
Proof. Let us consider the one-factors from a fixed one-factorization ~. We 
determine a sequence of one-factors F~, . . .  ,F/ as follows: Suppose 
F1, F2, . . . ,  F/_I are known. F/is choosen in such a way that the number c(i) of 
connected components of the graph Fz U- • • U F~ is minimal, and c(l - 1) > c(l) = 
1. We denote the connected components of Fx U .  • • U F/by HI, • • •, Hc(o. 
First we show that there exists a one-factor F e ~ such that for each component 
there is an edge of F connecting V(/-/j) and V(Kn)\V(I-Ij). The number of 
one-factors in ~ without such an edge for a fixed ] is at most [/-/A - 1, the number 
of one-factors in a factorization of the complete graph on [/-/j[ vertices. Therefore 
the total number of one-factors which do not satisfy our condition for F e ~ is at 
most 
c(O 
(1~1 - 1) < n - 1, 
j=l  
which is the total number of one-factors in ~. 
Now the number of connected components in F1 U- • • U F~ U F is at most ½c(i), 
for any such component is the union of at least two components of F1 U- • - U F~. 
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This proves our main observation: 
2c( i+l )<-c( i ) ,  for 1---< i--< I -  1. 
It follows that c(i) <- n/2 i therefore l ~< 2log n. The proof is complete. [] 
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